How parents can help their children navigate their feelings during school reopening.
by UNICEF

The coronavirus outbreak has caused major disruptions to daily life
and children are feeling these changes deeply. While the return to
school will be not only welcome but exciting for many students,
others will be feeling anxious or frightened. Here are tips to help your
children navigate some of the complicated emotions they may be
facing with going back to school.

My child is scared to go back to school. How can I help
him feel at ease?
Starting school or starting a new school year can be stressful at the
best of times, let alone during a global pandemic. You can make them
feel at ease by having an open conversation about what it is that’s
worrying them and letting him know that it’s natural to feel anxious.
Children may feel nervous or reluctant to return to school, especially if they have been learning at home for months.
Be honest – for example you could go through some of the changes they may expect at school, such as needing to
wear forms of protective clothing like masks. Children may also find it difficult being physically distanced from friends
and teachers while at school – you could encourage them to think about other ways to bond and stay connected.
Reassure children about safety measures in place to keep students and teachers healthy and remind children that they
can also help prevent germs spreading by washing their hands with soap and coughing or sneezing into their elbow.
Remind children about the positives – that they will be able to
see their friends and teachers and continue learning new
things.

Start ‘school night’
Bedtime routines now!
Whether you send it in a lunch
box or tuck it in a backpack,
notes are an easy way of reminding your child of your
love for them in the middle of the school day.
The note can be a funny drawing, an encouraging
message, a joke or a simple “Hello” to let your child
know you are thinking of them.
These little surprise notes promote self-esteem,
resilience and improved academic performance.

Visit
Clarion
County’s
Promise
on Facebook for sleep
recommendations by
age and tips to help
your children get
to bed (and to sleep)
on time!
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HIDDEN PICTURE
Can you find these items in the picture below?
How many ducks can you count?

Grab a cupcake pan.
Fill each circle with shaving cream.
Put a few drops of food coloring on top of the
shaving cream mounds.
Mix the shaving cream and food coloring together
Let them have fun in the tub!

By: easy-crafts-for-kids.com

Materials: Crayons or Markers,
Pencil, Push Pin and Scissors.
Instructions:
Step #1: Cut a piece of paper into a square.

Step #2: Decorate both sides of the paper
with whatever design you wish.
Step #3: Fold the paper diagonally so it turns
into a triangle and crease it lightly.
Repeat this for the opposite
direction as well. You will then
unfold and have a creased "X"
on the page.
Step #4: Cut along the creases
about halfway to the middle of
the paper. Be sure not to cut all
the way.
Step #5: Bend each corner into
the middle. Make sure to bend
and not fold.
Step #6: Once all 4 corners are
in the middle push the push pin
through them all into the pencil
eraser.

Baby’s 1st Shape Sorter
 I’m a bookmark!  Cut me out!

An easy way to do this is fold the paper into a
triangle, taking one corner and lining it up to the
other side. This will leave excess on one side that,
once cut, gives you a square!

I’m
stuck
on

clarioncountyspromise.org

Once your baby has become
a functional sitter (meaning
he or she can transition into
and out of sitting), it’s time
to start having some fun
with container play!
To make
baby’s first
shape
sorter, all you
need is a can
with a plastic
lid and a few
lightweight balls.
If your baby is a functional
sitter but isn’t quite ready
for such a small target,
simply take off the lid and
let him experiment with
taking out and putting in.

